Superficial repair of severed flexor tendons in synovial environment. An experimental, ultrastructural study on cellular mechanisms.
Severed and subsequently sutured rabbit flexor tendons were kept free and isolated in the synovial cavity of the knee joint. In one series the tendon specimens were surrounded by a dialyzing membrane to avoid cell seeding from the synovial fluid. At different intervals of time over a period of 3 weeks, the tendons were studied morphologically with special reference to scanning electron microscopy. Adhesions were not observed and, with synovial fluid as the nutrient medium, the tendons showed an intrinsic ability to repair in the superficial layers, also bridging the suture gap. Moreover, cell seeding, mainly of macrophages, from the synovial fluid could be demonstrated on the very surface of the tendon. When this cell seeding was prevented, the fibroplasia in the superficial layer of the tendon did decrease slightly, but tendon cell morphology was that of active fibroblasts. The results support the concept that flexor tendons may show intrinsic fibroplasia when nourished by synovial fluid, while macrophages, mainly of extrinsic origin, contribute to restoration of the tendon surface.